
Successful sports professionals can earn a great deal more money than people in other important professions. Some 
people think this is fully justified while others think it is unfair.

This is a very common issue that most of the people negotiated about  the range of wages of sportsmen. Some 
individuals completely agree to pay high salariesy to professional sportsmen and they are deserved to earn hefty 
sums of money whilst other people strongly disagree to pay such huge money. I totally agree to with this point of 
view that they are entitled deserved to high income.

Obviously, all of us always trying to increase our salary by improving our abilities, but we have a specific time to 
acquire new abilitiesy. For ordinary jobs, we have worked for about at least thirty years and have more chance to 
learn new skills. For professional sportsmen the period of professional career is too short, maybe ten or fifteen years, 
so it is very difficult to keep their body style and mental behavior after thirty-five years old. Because of this short 
stage their salary must being be higher than that of other occupations to cover their lives thoroughly.

Another aspect that approves ofd my estimation is about what sportsman sportsmen doing for our society or national 
team. Imagine football players like Messi or Ronaldo, they always trying to improve their ability by hard working and 
their techniques lead to big achievements of their football club or national team. They are heroes of their county and 
majority of population spend high large amounts of money to watchwatching their games and finally this thrill and 
enthusiasm cause tobring about happiness of all society.

On the other hand, people that denying this view of pointpoint of view mentioned these professional players are not 
deserving of ed to catch such high money. Based on their views, in the society some jobs like politicians or doctors are 
doing much higher important activities that lead to improvinge the lifestyle and health of society. If there is no safety 
or security in the society, none of these professional sportsmen are important for people.

To sum up, I think sportsmen are very important parts of any countries. They are champions of people and make 
provide happiness and cheers between their fans. So because of these important roles they must earn huge salariesy 
in a comparisone of other jobs


